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“Know thyself, presume not God to scan;
The proper study of mankind is man”

Through this quote of a great man we based
our goal – to  find this oneness of man
which can be so easily hidden by our own
egotistical thoughts and we fail to see
the forever blossoming love of humanity.

“It lies not East nor West
But like a flag unfurled
Where the hand of God hath flung it
Down the middle of the world.”

In the past fifty years leading up to the present day, our
civilization has come to be an intricate mass of fast moving people
and machinery. Going through two period of war and strife has brought
many sociological changes to our dynamic society. The people of the
world set to creating ingenious devices to save time and labor so
that they would be able to better the welfare of Nations - - “ All
standing united in the hope for the future. That man may reach
a brotherhood for the good of all humanity.”

[Regarding Minnie Ethel Bessier]

We the Mar-Ken Students of this small and unique family
give a small part of our learning back to you, Mrs. Bessire.
You represent to us and all the youths, the sun rays of Emerson,
the rays that enlighten others, and mold the ideas for the
eager minds. You, being the center of intellect, have picked
among the finest of harvests the blossoms through out the
years. You create the final chrystal clear fruits which in
fables were only found in the garden of the Nightingale.



But you have made that garden your heart, free and open
For all the worldly minds.
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OPEN HOUSE

By the second month of Mar-Ken’s school year all the students
were well acquainted and the school had become on big family.
Some of the parents however, had no idea what many of the other
parents were like. So the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades
came up with a brilliant idea. Backed by Mrs. Bessire, Kent,
and Miss Williams, they had an open house to show their collection
ff material gathered during their California Unit. The boys of
these grades dressed as “caballeros” and the girls as gay Senoritas.

The exhibits not only showed the culture of California through
its great silver and statuary works of the Mexicans, but also the
enormous influences the Orient had in this country through its
trade with the Spanish Galleons.

After the exhibits, all the guests were served refreshments
before returning to the study hall where everyone became well
acquainted.

The “Open House” was a tremendous success. Everyone enjoyed
themselves and felt that they had gained much in the closer
relationship with the parents of their children’s classmates.

OUR FAIR TRIP

It is often said that in the spring a young man’s fancy turns to love. In the
Fall it seems as though everyone starts thinking of fairs and we students at Mar-
Ken are no exception. During the 1949 Summer School the ninth grade class had
conducted a daily lunch sale, which was very successful and netted them the
grand total of $25.00.

Like many people they couldn’t wait to spend it so they decide to take
the entire student-body to the Los Angeles County Fair at Pomona.

Our first thought (as usual) was food and as soon as we entered the
gates we started toward the picnic grounds and a wonderful lunch. Everything
was fine except that we had dropped the pickles and had forgotten an ice pick -
- - as a result – no pickles and warm coke.

With the “inner us” satisfied we packed up what was left of the food and
started toward the many exhibits. We tried to take notes to help us remember
everything but there was just too much to see. There were many beautiful
designs made of oranges. It seems that every town within miles exhibits their
own fruit, nuts, or other products. The other exhibits ranged from swimming



pools and cotton bales to beautiful orchids, new cars, and “tons” of television
sets.

Some of the finest of livestock and farm machinery also were there. We
didn’t have time to go to the horse races so we “compromised” and went on a
few of the rides on the Mid-Way. Everyone thought it was fun but when Kent,
Mike, Carmen, Mal, and Bruce got off the roll planes the colors the turned were
even more fascinating.

After the rides we could do nothing but sit, rest, and talk of the
wonderful, entertaining, unusual, but most important, educational afternoon
before climbing into the cars and returning to the school - - forever grateful to
the Freshmen for their wonderful and original day.

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL

Because of the interest enthused by studies of different countries, a
group of Mar-Ken students attended the International Day Festival in Los
Angeles.

Upon arriving we looked upon the colorful and beautiful native costumes
of many countries of the world. There were booths exhibiting articles
characterizing the countries from which they came; and behind the booths
explaining the skill and hand work put into the articles shown were native people
of the countries.

The students then witnessed native dances of countries such as Poland,
Denmark, Sweden, and others.

Everybody then went into a huge dining room where food was sold by
representatives of almost every country. After eating, for a change of pace, (?)
Spanish cookies and chocolate were enjoyed by all on a beautiful patio.

After a wonderful evening of interest and educational value, everyone
piled into the Station Wagon and left for home.



“SAYINGS”“SAYINGS”

Karol “I don’t know”
Betty “etc.”
Norita “Gee, did I do that?”
Jack H. “Look out now”
Lois “That’s a dilly”
Jack F. “Oh gosh”
Carl “Too bad”
Larry “I am not”
Don “Right with neversharp”
Dick “What the heck - - makes a guy sore”
Sally “I can’t do it”
Jack P. “Oh, my heavens”
Toodles “Giddy up”
Bruce “Piff”
Carmen “Ti pesino”
Doris “You know”
Natalie “What!”
Morris “Oh well”
Malvin “Do you want to bet?”
Judy “Silly”
Frank  “How should I know?”
Mike   “Just a minute”
Bernard “Now wait a minute”
Marlene “Oh for pity sakes”
Margaret “Golly”
Janice “No”
Porky “Huh”
Jackie   “I have to practice”
Bob   “Drop dead”
Ned “Great Scott”



OPERA

In the latter part of October, 1949, the students of Mar-Ken went to the
Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles to see the San Francisco Opera Company’s
production of Bizet’s “Carmen.”

We ad a very pleasant afternoon listening to the gay “Habanera” and
Escamillo’s aria “The Toreador.” We especially enjoyed Micaela’s famous aria in
the gypsy cave - - - - and also the gay scene just before the bullfight.

Perhaps the most exciting part of the opera was the final duet when Don
Jose stabs Carmen in the heart, as Escamillo, victorious in the bull ring, enters
the scene.

The final curtain fell to the resounding applause of the audience.

Back to school and then home - - - -  never to forget - - - - a memorable
afternoon  at   the  O
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HALLOWEEN

Come 8:00 o’clock on the night of the Friday before Hallowe’en, the Freshman
class sponsored a party for the school. It was a costume affair and almost
everyone wore some sort of a “get-up.” The Ninth graders were all in costume:
Judy and Margaret as “Beulah and Bill.” Karol as Hawaiin dancer, and last but not
least Jack Pavone dressed as an old woman.

The first activity of the party was the spaghetti dinner with salad, drinks, and
dessert. Next on the schedule was the “spook” room full of surprises and fun.
Then there were games such as bobbing for apples on a string, charades, and
many others. Later a costume contest was held and the audience judged a
“jerk” as the winner.

Two cartoons were then screened and dancing followed. The fun finally came to
an end and everyone went home tired, happy, and satisfied.



SPANISH PARTY

“He broke it!”  “Grab some candy!” “Ouch!” Quotes such as these were
not uncommon during “Pinada” time at the Mar-Ken Spanish Party. From 8:00
until “Who knows when?” people were dancing the Samba and Rumba, throwing
confetti-filled eggs, or eating Tacos. Sponsored by the tenth grade, the party
included Spanish food, Spanish dancing, and last but not least, Spanish
“entertainment.” This entertainment consisted of a Spanish dancer, Karol Bush,
accompanied by the “Tres Caballeros Locos.” All this festal activity added up to
a great party and an evening of fun for all.

This affair did more, however, than give people a good time. It showed
that our neighbors to the South can throw a big, fun-filled party as well as we.
Not only that, parties like this acquaint us with our “south of the border” friends
just a little more. After all, we really owe the Latin American countries a lot for
the development of our own west coast in the past fifty years. The Spanish and
Mexican peoples settled our coast and started it on its way to being the
commercial center of the Pacific Basin. They started the missions and cattle
ranches. They set up towns and cities. This is the basis of any state or nation.

Even today there are many traces of our old helpers from the south. In
architecture, for instance, one sees many tile roofs, large beautiful patios, and
long balconies down the sides of beautiful homes. All this is left over from the
Spanish period in California. Think of it! Look around! Then you’ll see our debt to
the friendly people down south, Our Latin American “Amigos.”



Thru Thru The The YearsYears

1936 - -  This year Ann Shirley and Rita Hayworth graduated.

1937 - -  We became a state chartered non-profit corporation.

1938 - -   The first formal graduation and Baccalaureate.

1939 - -  We edited the first annual and its was dedicated to
the development of cultural and civic progress.

1940 - -  For the first time Mar-ken was invited to participate
In Boy’s Week.

1941 - -  The charter for the National Honor Society was drawn up.

1942 - -  The first Latin-American student was graduated - - and
also the charter was drawn for the Annual Breakfast.

1943 - -   The organization of the sewing circle for the annual
carnival.

1944 - -   We inaugurated “ditch day” for the seniors.

1945 - -   Mr. Lionel Pescheret and Mr. Charles Wakefield Cadmen
lectured on folk music and etching.

1946 - -   The Sigma Gamma Lambda charter was drawn up.

1947 - -   The beginning of the National Honor Society’s
  library fund.

1948 - -   We took our first educational trips to Death Valley,
Boulder Dam, and Mexico.

1949 - -   Whoopee!  We had our first jamboree and MOVED TO
SHERMAN OAKS!

1950 - -   We started the Junior College, began the Junior
 Sigma Gamma Lambda, and combined the Jamboree
 and the Carnival into one uproarious affair.



CHRISTMAS PARTY

At   Last!      The BIG day of December 15th, 1949!
The day of the MAR-KEN CHRISTMAS PARTY -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -

Everyone came bright and early that morning. We had “school” until
fourth period when we had a meeting. After everything was carefully explained
five or six times, (you know how it is), we went about our own special jobs.
Most of the decorating had been done one or two days before. About one
o’clock everyone but a few untiring individuals went home to rest. RAIN! Of all
things it had to rain in the afternoon. About six o’clock a few early birds showed
up, hoping it wouldn’t rain again, and stood around with crossed fingers.
Meanwhile Santa Claus was “making up.” Finally the Bessires arrived and things
started to roll. Thank goodness the stars came out and we proceeded with the
games.

We had approximately 85 guests at the party - - quite a lot!  After the
games came refreshments, - -  cake, cookies, and hot chocolate, tea, and
coffee. Then the BIG event which everyone had been waiting for, Santa’s
helpers, Carmen, Bruce, Mal, Mike, and Lois went around jingling bells and
assembling everyone to Santa’s workshop. Then we had an auction where
everyone bought “wrongly addressed” packages using beans for money. You
would never guess what was inside some of them.

After all packages were auctioned off, (thank goodness), everyone went
inside to sing carols. A few people stayed outside and picked up beans and
beanbags.

After the guests departed, the students and Faculty sat down and let out
a long sigh. And what a mess was left, but we would clean that up in the
morning. Everyone was so dead tired that we could hardly keep our eyes open,
but for some odd reason (like every other party) we horsed around for a half
hour or so. But some queer people (Mike, Mal, Bruce, and Frank) were outside
diligently trying to clean up, with half open eyes.

After that we all met in the study and talked for fifteen or twenty
minutes.  While we were talking, or rather mumbling, Carmen and Janet (an
alumna) went peacefully to sleep.  Lois just about bumped into the desk but
with a little help she finally made it around this obstruction. Jack Pavone finally
stumbled out the door and was soon followed by everyone else.

The evening had been a huge success and everyone was quite pleased,
but oh! the hangovers we had the next morning!



DEATH VALLEY

I made no preparations to come into this world
I came in both naked and bare
My feet pointed forward
I knew not where
I traveled this earth
With my troubles and care
When I die I go
To I know not where
But, if I’m the real thnkg here
I’ll be it there

“Death Valley Scotty”

DEATH VALLEY TRIP

The chilly mist was beginning to rise as a group of students gathered at
the school. The last minute preparations and shouts of readiness indicated we
were ready to start for our modern day trek to Death Valley during the
Thanksgiving vacation.

In what seemed a moment there came an awareness of the change from
past dull city scenery to the wide desert plains, giving a different lighting true
and pleasing to the eye. After a few miles, to our amazement we came to the
Joshua trees with their weirdly human shapes and haunting atmosphere. All of
this was a little introduction of what we were to see in the fault basin of Death
Valley.

We interrupted our trip temporarily for our stomachs needed some good
cooking which we found at Mojave’s “French Restaurant.” After a very filling
breakfast we started toward our next goal, Lone Pine. The highway winding
through Red Rock Canyon was interesting and picturesque. After leaving the
canyon our route led us between the towering High Sierras to our left and the
extensive lava formations of central California on our right. Out of this rugged
mountain territory into the lush green pastures - -  we entered Lone Pine.  A
gentle wind rustled the leaves of the many shapely trees. The air was clear and
invigorating.

From Lone Pine we pushed on past Owens Lake which to our
disappointment was practically dry due to the extensive water usage of Los



Angeles some 360 miles away. After passing by the now abandoned talcum
mines we started our climb over the Panamint range.

Just before reaching the little settlement of Panamint we were brought to
a sudden stop by the sight of a large herd of horses being driven up the canyon
below us. Upon investigation we discovered they were a part of the party which
was making the historical trek from Lone Pine to Furnace Creek, following the
famous old “Jayhawker” trail. This was being done as the opening event of the
great Death Valley Centennial celebration. The party consisted of many old
stage coaches, wagons, and most important of all - - the great lumbering 20
mule team borax wagons which have become a symbol of the Valley. One hour
was spent in the watching of the rehitching of this team and the thrill of being
photographed as passengers on these traditional conveyances.

Looking down from the next high curving range we could see the gigantic
and apparently smooth basin radiating the fabled intenseness of light and color
which looked like a painting from a great imaginative mind. Descending rapidly
we soon reached Stove Pipe Wells, where our steaming motor played second
fiddle to a Piper Cub which had unceremoniously taxied into the station ordered
“fill ‘er up” and then nonchalantly flew away.

After seeing the amazing but amusing sight we started across the desert
to our destination for the evening - - Furnace Creek Ranch. There we took a view
of the mountain facing us and there perched on the side of it was a massive
spectacle of the Inn, which was built in the very fitting Spanish style. Needless
to say we were all ravenously hungry and fatigued. Therefore we all rushed to
invade the small but cluttered dining room. Everything was fine except the
waiting we did for the food to come, but patience had to be our motto, for that
is the only place to eat for hundreds of miles.

We started off the next morning to see all the vivid and wondrous
scenery of the Valley. We toured the “artists drive” which gave us not only the
thrill of the pure colors but also of the narrow winding road. Secondly we saw
the devil’s “golf course” and also stopped at “Bad Water” which is the lowest
spot in the western hemisphere.

After visiting the “INN” and getting a beautiful view of the valley from the
front porch, we went back to the ranch and prepared to leave for our stay in the
fabulous “Scotty’s Castle.” We drove over the desert for about sixty miles
seeing alluvial fans on all sides and in the center of the valley, the great sand
dunes. Detouring from our main road for four miles we visited Ubehebe Crater,
an extinct volcano which had at one time covered the surrounding territory with
ash. Then we put on the gas and started toward the castle of mystery - - for it
was a new experience for all of us.



If you have never ridden on a roller coaster at the beach the road
between Furnace Creek Inn and the Castle will give you the same effect. The
road has a gradual but steady climb to it, as our altimeter indicated - - and it led
us to the upper end of the valley. As one is startled and pleasingly surprised
upon seeing a deer in the foliage clearing so all of us were as we gazed on the
uncompleted ediface of unique grandeur.

The Castle was started about 35 years ago and was financially sponsored
by the railroad millionaire - - Johnson. Much of the architectural achievements
were accomplished as a result of Scotty’s famous travels through Europe with
the well known Buffalo Bill Wild West Show.

The first adventure after leaving our car was to take the “grand tour of
the nations” which to our amazement was concentrated in this castle of the
desert. The beauties of the interior decoration with their historical values
portrayed a definite thought of artistry as in the tapestries from Majorca, hand-
tooled leather from Italy, wrought iron from Germany, woodwork by the Swiss,
and hand cast Spanish Tile. Many of these products were made on the premises
by imported craftsmen from the various countries. The final touch of
atmosphereical melody was the music room. There we saw all that is art - - from
the magnificent painting by Raphael, “The Madona of the Chair: to the wondrous
organ which echoes throughout the massive building.

That evening after a delightful steak dinner, and to complete our perfect
day, we met and conversed with the legend himself - - Death Valley Scotty. We
retired to our ornate rooms still thinking of his worldly wise philosophies.

Our next point of destination was over Daylight Pass toward the Ghost
towns of Rhyolite and Bullfrog. There we saw a social phenomenon of a cities
15000 population vanishing in a brief two years because of a dwindling gold
supply.

After a tedious stretch of 200 miles the Mar-Ken cavalcade entered that
wide open town - - Las Vegas. Driving through the main street of the city we
were amazed to see the constant playing of “one-armed bandits.”

With Las Vegas behind us, we approached the government owned boulder
City. Tired and gaunt from hunger we hurried to the dining room of the hotel.
Someone came forth with the idea that we see the Dam after dark. This
previewed the trip through the Dam the following morning where fabulous
gigantic sights were a phenomenon to the eye. Most of the morning was spent
searching through the many tunnels, turbine rooms, and passage ways of this
great servant to civilization.



Before departing on the home road our curiosity was aroused about the
town itself. Briefly the group looked through some of the interesting shops and
stores, gaining further knowledge of this Utopian city.  We were satisfied and
once more took our places in the Mercury headed for home.

The final part of the trip lead far into the night - - all were tired but happy
and grateful for the fruitful knowledge and memory of a wonderful time we had
gained.

LITERATURELITERATURE

Mal The Wayward Bus
Carmen Cheaper by the Dozen
Mike Tomorrow Will Be Better
Jack H. The Ambitious Guest
Bernard Three Came Back
Bruce Magnificent Barb
Ned Gone With the Wind
Frank  The Case of the Drowsy Mosquito
Jackie B. Lassie Come Home
Morris Suds In Your Eye
Larry Man and Super Man
Lois The Egg and I
Marlene Our Hearts Were Young and Gay
Judy Mind to Mind
Karol Hazel
Jack P. Rickshaw Boy
Betty Try and Stop Me
Natalie The Way West
Janice Mistress Mashams Repose
Toodles Sand
Margaret We Took To The Woods
Don The Ivory Mischief
Bob Anything Can Happen
Norita Fountain of Youth
Sally For my Great Folly
Dick Commodore Hornblower
Carl   Low Man on a Totem Pole
Doris Little Women
Jackie F. Pioneer
Chery  So Little Time
Porky Black Beauty
John Canterbury Tales



On the night of November 30th,
the Junior and Senior classes were
invited to Malvin Wessel’s birth-
day party.

From his parents he received the
most wonderful present anyone
could want, a palomino horse, and
the students bought a halter and
lead chain for his newly acquired
steed.

Upon arriving the guests were
served a wonderful dinner. After
dinner every one went into the
living room and laughed at the
antics of the television enter-
tainers, until it was time to go
home.

Every one went home very con-
tent with a warm-hearted appreci-
ation for the wonderful evening
just spent.



THE IMPOSSIBLE

Carmen not getting nervous in tests
Mal not bragging about his Chevie
Mike spelling correctly
Frank  not getting up early   
Jack not talking about his buddies
Bernard not bringing a shopping bag of food to school
Bruce  getting excited
Lois coming to school without books and flowers
Janice not speaking her mind
Porky saying something in class
Toodles not drawing horses
Ned not coming to school in an M.G.
Marlene not worrying about her grades
Jack P. not eating
Margaret not blinking
Judy not doing her algebra
Karol not sucking a lemon
Betty not asking questions
Morris not washing dishes
Sally not saying “I can’t”
Don not giving excuses
Dick not being deliberate
Bob not trying to finish first
Jack F. pronouncing big words
Carl  staying out of mischief
Jackie  giving up skating
Larry not saying “huh”
Norita not doing her homework
Doris making noise
Natalie not smiling
Cheryl  not reading a book
John not knowing his “Hamlet”



Future Party

To create enthusiasm for the first Senior party of the school year a
record was made by a group of students. It was used both as an announcement
and an advertisement of the party’s theme “THE FUTURE” or “AFTER THE H
BOMB, - - WHAT?”.

As a background for the party H. G. Wells’ great picture sensation “Things
to Come” was shown which everyone enjoyed so much that it had to be shown
twice. After the picture a contest was staged in order to choose a boy and girl
of the future. Everyone voted and after a close race Carmen Scarpitta and
Malvin Wessel were chosen.

A great climax was in store for the party for after the contest a shower
of comets came floating into the room. Everyone “popped” and some found a
number inside which entitled them to a prize. After all the comets had been
burst dancing began and continued until ????????????.

On a bright and sunny morning the junior high division of Mar-Ken left for
the PLANETARIUM in GRIFFITH PARK. The air was crisp and clear. As we headed
toward Hollywood coming off the Cahuenga Pass we hit smog which is more
commonly known as fog to the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce.

After an uneventful fifteen minute trip we reached our destination and
parked the Mercury before entering the huge domed building. The first thing we
saw as we came through the immense doors was a magnetized sphere which
illustrated the movements of the earth. Next we toured the many rooms with
their interesting exhibits. The device which showed an eclipse of the moon in
action was one of the most interesting of all.

Our number was called and we entered the auditorium of the Planetarium
where we were amazed at a show about the many movements of the stars.
After the lecture we toured the remainder of the building until we noticed the
rapid passing of time and remembered we still wanted to take some pictures
before leaving.

After a very unusual and educational experience we again turned the nose
of the Station Wagon toward Sherman Oaks and Home . . .



To the State Department;

On Sunday, February 26th, 1950, a universal affair by the students and for the

students was held at the Mar-Ken Farm, the center of the scholastic family. The

main country represented was China, with American youths who were of French,

Danish, Italian, and Polish descent acting as hosts and hostesses. We all rejoiced

and fulfilled the wishes of young growing hearts, seeming to know and prove

that the ways of youth are universal. The Chinese students are now attending

Universities here and were the recipients and the participants of the warm

hospitality extended by the students and alumni of Mar-Ken School.

There was a deep and sincere ideology as a leitmotif of the group which was

based on the sodality of east and west. The afternoon was spent partially in the

discussion of profound philosophies and ambitions and partially in phenomenon

which binds all youth together, the joyous freedom of laughter.

Through this activity we the members of this scholastic family became welded

together like the links of a large chain; welded into a union of intellect, a union of

thought, and a union of educational interests.

Sincerely,

     The Student Body
The Student Body of Mar-Ken



MAR-KEN MOUNTAINEERS

It was a Friday morning and we’uns the seniors of this here outfit decided
to get together and rustle up a good o’ western howdown. We began planning
for what we needed. First of all - - - plenty of squarr dancin’, then a rip-roaring
pitcher show and finally, side bustin’ games with plenty of re-freshments. We
jumped up and gave our hurrah to all the ideas and commenced about ouir
chores, afixen for that evenin’.

The Ole steeple clock in the town had rung 8:00. The ole barn was proped
up and redecorated right smarty. The guns were being checked in the ayntie-
room and the town folk flocked in. The games come first, the consarn things got
all fauld up and didn’t go off right but everyone howled a the fun anyway. Ole
Slim, fiddle player and best caller in the county, gave a yip and the whole bunch
started se-lecting theur partners for the Reel and squarr Dance. Even some of
the strangers at-a-doin’ it, such as Jack Hatton, Bernard, Larry, Betty, and
Natelie had a good time larnin’ it.

As the evenin’ went on we all got dry and began swarming into “The Last
Chance Before You Cross The Gap Saloon.” Morris, Jack Follette, Grank, Bob,
Don, Dick, and Carl were the first there. They yelled at the var-tenders, Mike and
Mal, that they wanted gheir free blast of cider and donut. Before the glasses
were filled the second time another bunch of Poker Flatites stomped in, namely;
Bruce, Ned, Jackie Bredburg, Lois, Margaret, Janice, and others. Carmen was in
the chuck wagon, afixen vittles for them that were hungry - - - Toodles, Jack P.,
Karol, Judy, Marlene, Norita, and Deris.

All of a sudden like a gun shot was heard - - - did someone have words
with a gun-totin’ hombre? - - No! It was the grand a-nouncement of the feature
of the evening’; the local band, “The Mountaineers”. They played the hottest
music this side (???).

Everyone liked the ren - - ditions so much that they wanted to give us a
send-off with a bang - - - but we all de-clined saying “but we’re too young to
die”..  

The whole town had a great time stompin’ at the Barn Party and all went
home happy.



school starts at 8:30
that’s if we’re on time
everyone’s here
and all is just fine

geometry starts
boy what a class
the disturbance they make
how could they pass

first kent gives a problem
we jump to obey
is triangle a
congruent to a

they get down to work
with many a moan
that kind of study
we cannot condone

we used to have sales
they were really a mess
but due to the fun
they were okay I guess

bruce made the sandwiches
someone poured milk
except for confusion
it ran smooth as silk

then everyone went
to an afternoon class
calisthentics and dancing
no one could pass

then on to the dancing
look at ‘em go
softshoe and charleston
whoa nellie whoa

school is all over
all have gone home
‘cept frank and bruce   
who wrote this poor tome



FOREST LAWN

On March 17th, the high school department of Mar-Ken went to Forest
Lawn. We all piled into the cars and started on our way. When we arrived we
went to see a newly erected wing of the Mausoleum with the Christmas Tree
Window and the statue of Saint George. As we entered the main building we saw
the incomparable statue of Moses by Michelangelo. We then went to see the
famous Last Supper Window, the original painting having been done by Leonardo
Da Vinci. We heard a very interesting talk on the origin and the history of the
window itself, which was executed by Rosa Moretti.

After walking around the room enjoying the beautiful statuary we drove
up to the Court of David. There we saw the gigantic and impressive statue of
David by Michelangelo and the Mystery of Life group portraying how different
people interpret the phenomena of life.

We then returned to the cars and drove back to school after an enjoyable
and interesting morning.

The Mar-Ken School was invited to a swimming and barbecue party at Malene
Hess’ ranch on Monteria Lake in the Northridge Estates on Sunday, May 28th.
The students arrived early and it didn’t take long for the girls to challenge the
boys to see who could get into the water first. Needless to say, the girls won.
Many other sports were played most of the afternoon, and somebody tripped
over the sandbar and “flooded” the surrounding homes.

Barbecued hamburgers were served with pineapple along with many other
delicious dishes. Then to top off the afternoon, songs were sung and then
everyone grabbed a partner and did a square dance in their wet (!) bathing suits.
After a while the yard was flooded and we were all sloshing and slipping about so
we decided that our wonderful day of fun should close. We all rung ourselves out
and climbed into the various cars which transported us back to school from our
marvelous days outing.



LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT

Carmen leaves her temper to Marlene
Mike leaves his ability to do algebra to Judy
Mal leaves his curly blond hair to Bernard
John bequeaths his tall tales to Toodles
Cheryl wills her gift of getting a diploma in a year to Betty
Mike leaves his Physiology book to Ned
Carmen wills her paint Levis to Lois
Mal leaves his lousy jokes to Karol
John leaves his tumbling ability to Jack Pavone
Cheryl leaves her ambition to be a lawyer to Jack Hatton
Mike leaves his turtle racing to Bob
Carmen bequeaths her cooking ability to Margaret
Mal wills his beat up flier’s jacket to Carl
John leaves his gift for making salad to Natalie
Cheryl leaves her talent at horseback riding to Porky
Mike leaves his ability to say the wrong thing at the wrong time to Frank
Carmen wills her singing to Jackie Bredberg
Mal leaves his automobile (?) to anyone who can get it home
John bequeaths his generosity to Don
Cheryl wills her diligence to Norita
Carmen leaves her strength to Doris
Mike wills his ability to jump to Bruce
Mal leaves his baby blue eyes to Larry
John hereby wills his Dad’s letterman sweater to Dick
Cheryl leaves her reading ability to Morris
Carmen hereby bequeaths her Charleston dancing to Janice
Mal leaves his ability to spell to Jack Follette



Mar-Ken Societies
One hears much discussion about high school societies and many have wondered
about the type of societies that have been established at Mar-Ken. Among the
Most Important organizations are the NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY and its
satellite societies, the Sigma Gamma Lambda and the Junior Sigma
Gamma Lamda.

The National Honor Society is a nation wide organization with its charter held in
Washington, D.C.. The society maintains popularity for it is an educational
society not a social one. Scholastically one must have a grade point of 87 (B) or
above before he or she is considered eligible for membership. The Qualities other
than Scholarship the candidate must have are:

Service - - - to the school – to the society – and to mankind.

Character - - - integrity and moral rectitude are inherent in the person of
good character.

Leadership - - - the ability to guide others marks a good leader.

When a person is eligible in accordance with grade point they are voted upon by
their fellow students who are members of the society. The vote must be
unanimous before the candidate is accepted into the Honor Society.

For those who cannot establish and maintain a grade point of 87 because of
varied reasons but do have the other three required qualities there has been
established the Sigma Gama Lamda Society. It is referred to as the “child” of the
National Honor Society.   

The most recently organized branch of the Honor Society is the Junior Sigma
Gama Lambda. It was sponsored by the other two Honor Societies specifically
for the Junior High Division of Mar-Ken. This society’s membership is based only
upon scholarship, because at this point in a student’s progress it is difficult to
evaluate the candidates other qualities which are required for membership in the
other two societies.



S W I M   P A R T Y

On May 13th the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades were invited to Lois
Newman’s house for a swimming party. At about 3:30 everybody arrived (only
half an hour late). Of course everyone was in a hurry to get in swimming, but
while looking over the pool with his clothes still on, one of the boys fell in and
was “rescued” by two of the other boys acting as daring lifesavers. After this
mishap we all went swimming. Everything went along fine; we played croquet
and other games with only a few misunderstandings as to how far you could hit
the ball and who was “poison”.

About this time everyone was starving and we went around to the patio where
dinner was being served. For dinner there were FOUR kinds of salad, cold ham,
spaghetti, cold drinks, and for “desert” a beautiful large cake. After we had
eaten until we couldn’t swallow we sat around and talked for half an hour or so.
Everyone was tired so we thanked Lois for her wonderful party and went home.



SUPPRESSED DESIRE

Carmen To fly without Wings
Mal To ride in the Grand National
Mike To get more than one algebra problem right
Frank  Tune his guitar
Jack  To be a transport pilot
Bernard To go to a pie eating contest
Bruce  To own a cattle ranch
Lois To “fiddle” at the Philharmonic
Janice To go into politics
Toodles To get out of school
Porky To drive a twenty mule team
Ned To skate in the Ice Follies
Morris To graduate from High School
Jack P. To find 100 Narrative Poems by Teter
Margaret To make the Honor Society
Judy To become a doctor
Karol To run a travel agency
Betty To make a balloon ascension
Marlene To swim the English Channel
Sally To be in the ninth grade
Don To be a second Harry James
Dick To become a no. 1 camera man
Bob To be a second Sherlock Holmes
Jackie  To become Mar-Ken’s second Ice Star
Carl  To climb a redwood tree
Larry To become the Bernard MacFadden of 1960
Natalie To travel around the world in a car
John  To drive a jet-mobile
Cheryl  To become a lawyer
Doris  To be 5 ft. 8 in. tall
Norita To go to College
Jack F. To own a horse of his own



And here you stand – you missions
San Gabriel
San Juan Capistrano
Carmel
Santa Barbara

Here on rock and hill and sand
Against the vaulted peaks
Of the High Sierras,
Beneath the sun you stand.
Untouched, unmoved by the clanking of machines
For machines made not you;
but deep in your walls of stone,
Deep in your sun-baked clay,
And deep in the mellow tone
Of your rolling, tolling bells,
Deep within all these
Moves the human spirit.
Out of dust
Out of clay
Out of the sweat of men were you built.
And here, in the grandeur
of your sublime simplicity –
Surrounded, below, by the rising,
Falling jagged line of mountains,
And covered above by the celestial ceiling
Here, do you stand.
It is morning now.
Look! The sun  - it peers over
The peak of a mountain yet
In its infancy –
Your bells begin –
The mission is awakened,
And yet all is quiet.
Your bells toll
And stir the air with a peaceful breeze.
Strange – though but a few miles
To the city,
The honking of cars –
The buzzing of buzzers –
The screeching of brakes
deafen the ear to your bells,
And the metropolis is not awakened
But travel lightly on a cloud,
Away from the city’s roar and crowd,
To a floating isle in the sea – Majorca –
Centuries ago your ports pulsated and throbbed



Teaming with silks and spices
A trading center of the world.
And now, you listen to the bells.
Two centuries past,
Born here of peasants,
A name that will last,
A face serene and tender,
A mouth turned with a smile
Sad and quizzical –
Father Junipero Serra –
With a quenshless purpose
You journeyed far to the west
To make the valley a nest
For your missions.
You faced no easy task,
You faced no simple life,
The roads so rough,
The hills so rocky
A raging rain –
A thunderstruck sky -
The bitter cold –
But never, from you, a pleading “Why?”
Your courage uplifted,
It makes one say
“Your courage and spirit remain
in the sun-baked clay”.
The missions you built,
Out of rock and silt,
So beautiful, is a tribute
To an everlasting, unextinguishable passion - -
San Juan Capistrano –
The country, a high table land
Breaks off where rock meets sand
Where the turbulent Pacific
Waters are unceasingly dashing.
San Juans pink and yellow flowers –
Its orange trees and lovely bowers –
The buzzing of buzzers –
The flutter of an owl
Awakened from slumber –
These are the only sounds
That are heard
The rustling of a tree, the song of a bird
These all lie in every mission -
Yes - - here on rock and hill and sand
Beneath the Sun you stand.



Mar-Ken Jamboree

The history of the Mar-Ken Jamboree is very short and simple. Through
the efforts of Ted Donaldson and Joel Davis, a variety show which was to be an
annual affair, was inaugurated in the year 1949.

This gave the students a great opportunity to show their abilities and also
acquire the invaluable experience of producing and participating in a big review.

This review was to consist of group dancing and singing numbers, such as
waltzes and soft—shoe numbers, Skits and individual renditions were also to be
included. The first production was a two night sell-out, promising even greater
results in the future years.

This years Jamboree combined both the variety show and the annual
carnival into one monster event. The revue is set up on the same basis as the
first production with additions such as the Charleston, the western band, and a
melodrama. As the entertainment is in conjunction with the carnival, those
attending will enjoy both the show and the many booths and games set up
around the hall.

These first productions are setting a precedent which has set the pace
for future performances.



The Cinema

Carmen The Last Days of Pompeii
Mal Palomino
Mike Don Juan
Frank   Gay Caballeros
Jack H. Things to Come
Bernard Son of the Sheik
Bruce  Unconquered
Lois The Bicycle Thief
Janice Neptunes Daughter
Toodles Francis
Porky Riding High
Ned Seventh Veil
Morris Fiesta Time
Jack P. Phantom of the Opera
Margaret Mother Didn’t Tell Me
Judy Swiss Miss
Karol Snow White
Betty Up In Arms
Sally Tell It To The Judge
Don Man With A Horn
Dick Mr. Deeds Goes to Washington
Bob Going My Way
Jack F. Great Expectations
Carl   Pinocchio
Marlene Stage Fright
Jackie   Countess of Monte Cristo
Larry   Sampson and - - - -
Norita Wizard of Oz
Doris Cinderella
Cheryl  Mother Is A Freshman
Natalie Holiday Inn
John Johnny Comes Marching Home



A WESTERN PARTY

A Western Party
we had planned.
The main attraction
To be a band.

We looked around
The school for talent,
At first no one
Would be that gallant.

But with some urging
In they came
One by one
To gain their fame.

To our amazement
and to shake our poise
They all played at once
Boy, what a noise!

But at rehearsal
We brought them out
To corn them up
Without a doubt.

The drum was too strong
The piano too mild.
With everyone shouting
The rhythm went wild.

To make a success
This would not do.
Much work was needed
That we knew.

CACTUS BLOSSOMS
RAG MOP too
Songs like this
Luckily are few.

The party night
It soon drew near.
Of what we would do
There was much fear.

But after it was over
We all were very proud.
In spite of all the corn
It really pleased the crowd.



Mar – Ken

The January Semester of 1950 marked the long planned for inauguration
of our Junior College. Our first student attending was Cheryl Sollenberger. Cheryl
desired a rapid and well rounded education – for she planned to continue on to
higher learning in university. Determined to receive her diploma by June and
enter Law School in Summer Session. Cheryl is most enthusiastic and a diligent
worker.

John Barrymore, Jr. is Mar-Ken’s other special student, although he is not
attending Junior College. John is fulfilling his high school level training here and
on location with his tutor while making recent pictures. He is most interested in
furthering his education and continuing with his promising future in the theatrical
world.

It is evident from past events and historical facts that the California
coast is rapidly becoming the center of trade in the Pacific Basin.
Due to the geographical position of California’s ports, all
trade routes touch the west coast going to and
coming from the Orient.  This has
caused the culture of the western
and eastern hemispheres to inter-
mingle and combine our fast mobbing
civilization with the ancient and
traditional one of the East.
The Pacific Basin is proving that
it will be in the future the
hub of World Culture and
Economics.


